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Advances in sensors and avionics computation power suggest real-time structural load
measurements could be used in flight control systems for improved safety and performance.
A conventional transport flight control system determines the moments necessary to meet
the pilot’s command, while rejecting disturbances and maintaining stability of the aircraft.
Control allocation is the problem of converting these desired moments into control effector
commands. In this paper, a framework is proposed to incorporate real-time structural load
feedback and structural load constraints in the control allocator. Constrained optimal
control allocation can be used to achieve desired moments without exceeding specified limits
on monitored load points. Minimization of structural loads by the control allocator is used to
alleviate gust loads. The framework to incorporate structural loads in the flight control
system and an optimal control allocation algorithm will be described and then demonstrated
on a nonlinear simulation of a generic transport aircraft with flight dynamics and static
structural loads.

I. Introduction

R

educing the environmental impact of civil aviation and increasing safety is a goal of the NASA Aeronautics
Research Directorate1. NASA, industry, universities, and other government organizations are researching
advanced technologies and exploring novel civil transport configurations to achieve these goals. Environmental
impact of aviation, in the form of fuel burn and emissions, will be addressed, in part, by decreasing the weight of
aircraft. Advanced materials and reduced structural material decreases the empty vehicle weight, but this comes with
challenges created by increased airframe flexibility and vulnerability to exceedance loads. Safe operation of these
new vehicles is an important area of research.
Conventional aircraft have a flight control system that follows the pilot’s commands, while maintaining stability
of the aircraft and rejecting disturbances such as gusts. The flight control system determines the three angular rates
in the aircraft body axis that will achieve the desired objectives. Control allocation is the problem of determining
aircraft control surface deflections to achieve desired rates. Conventional control allocation schemes control the
three angular rates primarily with three control variables. Control allocation on NextGen aircraft will control these
rates using a variety of redundant and multi-objective control surfaces. We say a vehicle is over-actuated if it has
more control effectors than control variables. The control allocation of over-actuated vehicles has been formulated
as a constrained optimization problem by many researchers2-12. A real-time solution to the control allocation
problem is desirable to enable the system to run on NextGen aircraft during flight. This has prompted the search for
numerical optimization methods that have good convergence properties and acceptable computational requirements.
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We propose a framework to enable a flight control system with optimal control allocation to incorporate realtime structural load feedback and structural load constraints in addition to effector position constraints. Structural
loads are minimized in such a way to provide gust load alleviation. The following schematics show how the control
allocation module fits into a flight control system and how structural load feedback can be incorporated in the
control system, see figs. 1-2. In the following figures, r is the reference command, v is the virtual command, u is the
control input, y is the sensor output, x is the state feedback, and M is the measured loads.

Fig. 1. Flight control system with optimal control allocation.

Fig. 2. Flight control system with optimal control allocation and load feedback.
An optimal control allocation algorithm that incorporates structural load measurements with load and actuator
constraints will be described and demonstrated on an illustrative example. The proposed framework and control
allocation algorithm are evaluated in a simulation of a generic transport aircraft coupled with a structural model of
the aircraft to simulate real-time structural loads. The coupled model is used to estimate structural loads on the
aircraft during flight and to predict loads generated by control surface deflections. The simulation demonstrates how
optimal control allocation with load feedback and load minimization could enable aircraft to reduce aircraft
structural loads during a gust encounter.

II. Control Allocation
Several methods to solve the control allocation problem have been evaluated, including direct allocation, linear
programming, quadratic programming, and mixed optimization approaches2-12. There are advantages and
disadvantages to all of the approaches. Control allocation research has also extended the control solution to include
coupling or interaction effects between control effectors, creating a nonlinear optimization problem that can often be
transformed into a sequence of linear problems10. While the interaction effects will be important to study for control
allocation in next generation aircraft, this paper will focus on solutions that assume a linear relationship between the
effectors and the moments they generate.
A. Control allocation in model reference control
We introduce control allocation in the context of model reference control (a form of dynamic inversion). However,
solutions may be used in a variety of control design methods. To state the problem mathematically, we consider the
state-space model
2
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x A  AA x A  Bu  d
y A  Cx A

(1)

where xA  Rn, d  Rn, u  Rp, yA  Rq. For the control of aircraft, the states are given by the vector xA and may
include the angle of attack, the pitch rate, the angle of sideslip, the roll rate, and the yaw rate (n=5). The output
vector yA may contain the pitch rate, the roll rate, and the yaw rate (q=3). The control input vector u consists of the
commanded actuator positions. In a conventional aircraft, these commands are the deflections of two elevators, two
ailerons, and the rudder (p=5). The disturbance vector d represents the forces and moments that the control surfaces
must cancel in order to trim the aircraft (i.e., to create an equilibrium of the dynamical system).
For the purpose of example, consider a simple model reference control law. The method relies on a reference
model that represents the desired dynamics of the closed-loop system

yM  AM yM  BM rM

(2)

where rM is a reference input vector (the pilot commands) and y M represents the desired output of the system. Since
the derivative of y is given by

y A  CAA xA  CBu  Cd

(3)

the objective may be achieved by setting

CBu  CAA x A  Cd  AM y A  BM rM

ad

(4)

where ad represents the desired vector to be matched by CBu. If y is a vector composed of the incremental rotational
rates (as is typically the case), ad represents the desired incremental rotational accelerations, and u represents the
incremental surface deflections.
Obtaining u from ad requires that one solve a system of linear equations with more unknowns than equations.
Solving such a system is easy, but the difficulty in control allocation is that the vector u is constrained. The limits
generally have the form

umin,i  ui  umax,i

for i  1,..., p

(5)

where p is the number of surfaces. In vector form, Eq. 5 is written as umin  u  umax . There may be additional
constraints due to the maximum rate of deflection of the actuators that can be incorporated in the minimization
problem. We refer to the problem of finding a vector u that is the “best” possible solution of Eq. 4 within the
constraints Eq. 5 as the control allocation problem.
Given the constraints, the control allocation problem may be such that:
 many solutions exist,
 only one solution exists,
 no exact solution exists.
One is naturally drawn to finding solutions that minimize the error CBu  ad . Indeed, providing all the control
authority available may make the difference between a maneuver being achievable or not, and between an unusual
condition being recoverable from or not. However, the question also arises as to which solution is the most desirable
when many solutions exist. Therefore, optimal control allocation typically consists both of error minimization and
control optimization. As we will discuss in this paper, the objective of load minimization, or at least load limiting,
may also become part of the control allocation problem.
B. Formulations of optimal control allocation
The fundamental control allocation problem can be formulated as the following error minimization objective.
Error minimization: given a matrix CB , find a vector u such that the cost function
3
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J  CBu  ad

(6)

is minimized, subject to umin  u  umax .
The problem is solved exactly if J=0. However, regardless of whether an exact solution exists, the following control
minimization problem may be considered as well.
Control minimization: given a matrix CB, a vector up, and a solution vector u1 such that umin  u1  umax , find a
vector u such that

J  u  up

(7)

CB  u  CB  u1

(8)

is minimized, subject to

and umin  u  umax .
The control minimization problem is a secondary optimization objective to be satisfied if the solution of the
primary objective, given by u1 , is not unique. The vector u p represents some preferred position of the actuators
(e.g., one that yields zero deflections of the surfaces). After a solution yielding minimum error is obtained, the
solution with minimum deviation from the preferred position is picked among all equivalent solutions. For both
problems, weighting of the elements of the vectors may be inserted in the norms, either to prioritize the axes or to
prioritize the actuators.
The norm used in the optimization criteria is a design choice that has more consequences than might be
expected. The l1 norm of a vector x is the sum of the absolute values of the elements of the vector
n

x 1   xi
i 1

(9)

while the l2 norm is the usual Euclidean norm

x

2



n

 xi

2

i 1

(10)

and the l norm is the sup norm

x



 max xi
i

(11)

A possible implementation of optimization for control allocation consists in the sequential minimization of the
error vector and of the control vector. Specifically, the error is minimized first, and then the control vector is
minimized among all equivalent solutions. In Ref. 5, the control minimization problem was solved only when the
solution of the primary error minimization problem was J=0. However, it should be noted that, unless the matrix CB
satisfies specific conditions (any q×q submatrix of CB must be nonsingular), the solution is not necessarily unique,
even if the desired vector a d is not feasible. Given this fact, mixed optimization makes sense, and has several
advantages over sequential optimization.
Mixed optimization: Given a matrix CB and a vector up, find a vector u such that

J  CBu  ad   u  u p
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(12)

is minimized, subject to umin  u  umax with   0 .
The mixed optimization problem combines the error and control minimization problems into a single problem
through the use of a small parameter   0 . For epsilon small, priority is given to error minimization over control
minimization, as is normally desired. Often, the combined problem may be solved faster, and with better numerical
properties, than when the error and control minimization problems are solved sequentially 2. It is possible to include
a vector of weights inside the norms of Eq. 12, thereby allowing certain axes or control surfaces to be weighted
differently in the cost function.
C. Implementation of optimal control allocation algorithms
Computational resources available on modern aircraft make the use of optimal control allocation algorithms feasible
in real-time. An efficient algorithm to solve the mixed optimization problem given in Eq. 12 with the l1 norm on the
criterion was formulated by Bodson using linear programming approaches, providing guaranteed convergence to a
solution in an acceptable period of time2. Timing data showed that solutions of the problem could comfortably be
performed in real-time, even for large numbers of actuators, and that the optimal solution improved performance
significantly over simpler, approximate methods. The algorithm was based on the revised simplex method 13 with
additional refinements, such as anticycling, as described in detail in Ref. 2.
Harkegård proposed an elegant solution of the optimal control allocation problem using the l2 norm and the
theory of active sets9. The algorithm was very similar to the simplex algorithm used for l1 optimization, and had the
same advantage of completing in finite time and with a small number of iterations.
Reference 11 describes and compares several new algorithms that use different combinations of norms on the
optimization criteria. A particularly promising algorithm uses the l1 norm for error minimization and the l∞ norm for
control minimization, with both criteria combined in a single, mixed optimization criterion. The min-max criterion
results in a type of resource-balancing, where the resources are the control surface deflections and the algorithm
balances those resources to achieve the desired command. A small modification to the approach used in Ref. 2 for
mixed l1 optimization yields the desired linear program.
A further modification to the algorithm using the l∞ norm for control minimization yields the solution of a new
problem where the actuator deflections are weighted in the computation of the l∞ norm as per unit values, where a
unit is the maximum deflection of the actuator12. In this algorithm, minimization of the control effort translates into
minimization of the maximum actuator deflection as a percentage of its range of motion. Advantages of the
resource-balancing feature were shown to include a greater resilience to actuator failures and to nonlinear
effectiveness for large actuator deflections.

III. Control Allocation with Structural Load Constraints and Load Feedback
Most optimal control allocation algorithms find an optimal solution to the control allocation problem within the
constraints of the control surface position and possibly rate limits. However, these constraints are not sufficient to
ensure that the structural load limits of the aircraft will not be exceeded by the commanded control surface
deflections. The bending and torsion moments at the wing root are examples of loads on the aircraft that need to be
monitored. In this section, we formulate the load constraints at discrete critical points on the aircraft as

M  Tu  Lmax

(13)

where M is a vector of the current measured or estimated loads at the critical points, T is a matrix that converts
the effect of incremental surface deflections into incremental structural loads, and Lmax is a vector of maximum
allowable structural loads at the critical points. The loads that need to be limited are a function of the aircraft being
considered, often with an emphasis on torsion and bending moments and shear forces. Generally, the load limits are
determined through detailed studies, including ground and flight tests. This paper will not address the selection of
the location or the number of load points to be considered for a given problem. For the purpose of developing a
representative example, we choose load points along the aircraft wing, horizontal tail, and vertical tail.
We assume that the T matrix, which is computed from the states of the aircraft at the current time, gives a linear
approximation of the incremental structural loads arising from commanded surface deflections. The incremental
loads matrix is formed by perturbing each control surface deflection from its current position at the current aircraft
state. The perturbation yields the change in aerodynamic lift and rolling moments due to a one-degree change in
surface deflection. It is assumed that the lift due to the wings is elliptically distributed along the span of each wing.
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It is also assumed that the control effectiveness of each surface is proportional to the lift generated by that control
surface. The resulting lift and moment components are used in conjunction with a structural model of the aircraft to
determine moments at critical points on the aircraft. Superposition of the control surface effects in terms of lift,
moments, and structural loads is assumed in order to obtain a reasonable, but tractable solution in real-time.
The structural load limits can be implemented as an additional constraint as given in Eq. 13. Another possibility
is to include a term to minimize the loads at critical points by minimizing the following cost function

J  CBu  ad   u  u p   M  Tu

(14)

with   0 and   0 . The choice of the weight on the load minimization is application specific. For example, to
reduce the size and computation time for solving Eq. 14, load minimization might not be employed under standard

operating conditions (e.g.,   0 ). In other cases, where the load builds up due to a maneuver or gust, load
minimization would be enabled by setting   0 . Additional details on the use of weights in the cost criterion are
provided in the following section.
The choice of the norm to be used for load minimization in Eq. 14 has an effect on computation time and the
distribution of the loads. The l∞ norm could be used in a similar approach as its use for control minimization
described in Section II (c) and the critical load points could be weighted in the computation of the l∞ norm as per
unit values, where a unit is the maximum load limit of the critical point. Using this approach, solutions could be
obtained that more evenly distribute loads at the critical points. Unfortunately, the computational complexity of the
problem increases with each load point added, suggesting that a practical solution in which load minimization is
performed only when needed to alleviate a build-up of loads from a gust or possibly a maneuver.

IV. Proof of Concept Simulation Architecture
In this section we describe the proof of concept simulation implemented to demonstrate the proposed framework
assuming static loads, an elliptical lift distribution, and a limited number of critical load points. An earlier study had
a similar architecture, but only modeled the aircraft wings and used the l1 norm.14 Use of the most effective surfaces
is a recognized consequence of using the l1 norm in control allocation. This effect was observed in the previous
study, and it was seen to be a limitation. A second study was performed that used the l∞ norm on the control effort
and demonstrated the ability of the control allocator to accommodate stuck actuators or situations where certain
loads must be limited.15
A. Aircraft configuration and aerodynamic model
A full nonlinear simulation of a class of full-scale generic transport aircraft is used for the proof of concept study of
the proposed framework. The simulation uses a dynamically scaled representative transport model that is derived
from a model of NASA’s AirSTAR testbed. The AirSTAR testbed is being developed as part of NASA’s Aviation
Safety Program to investigate dynamics modeling and control of large transport vehicles in upset conditions16. The
AirSTAR unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is a 5.5% dynamically scaled aircraft based on wind tunnel and flight test
data17. The simulation used in this paper is a full-scale model that was derived from the subscale model by
incorporating Reynolds adjusted aero tables, actuator models appropriate for a full-scale aircraft, and a model of
NASA Glenn’s Simp2 engine which is a simplified version of C-MAPSS40k.
The simulation created for this study represents a conventional modern midsize commercial passenger
configuration. The aircraft has right and left inboard and outboard elevons, three ailerons on each wing, and upper
and lower rudders for use by the control allocator to achieve the desired roll, pitch, and yaw moments commanded
by the flight control system. A stabilizer is used for trimming the aircraft.
For the proof of concept study, seventeen critical points on the aircraft were monitored for bending moments.
Each wing had critical points located at the wing root and at locations inboard of each aileron. The bending
moments were monitored at locations inboard of each elevon on the horizontal tail and at the root. The vertical tail
had three monitored points at the root and upper and lower rudders. The load limits were set to ±14x106 for all of the
critical points. These values were chosen for simplicity and to ensure that the baseline maneuver would not cause
any load limiting.
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B. Static structural model
A finite element analysis (FEA) model is
developed and integrated into the simulation
to estimate static structural loads on the
aircraft due to lift and roll moments and to
compute the incremental loads created by
surface deflections. For the proof of concept
study, bending moments on the wing, tail and
rudder are monitored. The finite element
method is employed for its ability to calculate
internal loads for potentially complex load
distributions and geometries at different
locations on-the-fly.
The basic FEA model requires a small
number of matrix multiplications for static
loads analysis. Furthermore, the finite
element method provides an efficient
framework for adding additional monitored
points. In implementing this approach, we
hope to determine whether the required
computations are fast enough and accurate
enough for flight controllers in both real-time
simulations and actual flight.
The FEA modeling is simplified to beam
modeling,
based on mass and stiffness
Fig. 3. Finite element beam model for left and right wings.
approximations for a representative full-scale
generic civil transport model. The model
includes two beam meshes for representing the left and right wings independently, and two beam meshes for the
horizontal tails and one beam mesh for the vertical tail.
Figure 3 shows the two wing meshes with the node numbers. Each wing mesh has 20 nodes and 19 beams. The
wings are modeled as cantilever beams with the fixed ends at the wing roots. All degrees of freedom for node 1 are
fixed for both meshes. The global
coordinates of the finite element model are
attached to the aircraft, with the origin at the
nose, positive X-axis pointing toward the
tail, and positive Z-axis pointing up.
We use a simplified approximation of
the wing as hollow aluminum shells having
the wing outer mold line of the
representative aircraft and a constant
thickness of five inches. Beam cross section
properties are calculated using this hollow
shell wing geometry. Figure 4 shows nodes
of the right wing beam mesh running
through centroids of the wing cross sections.
The C0 approach as described in Ref. 18
is used for the beam modeling. There are
three translation and three rotation degrees
Fig. 4. Beam nodes located at centroids of wing cross sections.
of freedom per node. A linear shape
function with one-point reduced integration
is used for the axial, transverse shear, torsion and transverse bending components. The “residual bending flexibility”
technique18 is applied to the shear term to improve the accuracy of the two-node, one-point quadrature beam
element. The displacement solution for the static problem is given by

d  K 1F
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(15)

where d is a vector containing the displacement solutions, K is the stiffness matrix of the wing structure, and F is
a vector of external loads applied to the structure. All terms in Eq. 15 are calculated in the global coordinate system.
The internal moment about local beam direction 2, M 2 , is the bending moment used as the measured load at the
critical points passed to the control allocator in the simulation. The calculation for the internal moment for the beams
is given by

M 2  EI 22k22

(16)

where E is Young’s modulus, I 22 is the second moment of inertia about the local 2 beam axis, and k 22 is the
curvature about the local 2 beam axis, which is calculated from the displacement solutions and the beam finite

element shape function.
The structural modeling and analysis used for this study assumes static conditions and considers external loads
on the wing due to aerodynamic lift forces and roll moments. The lift distribution on each wing is assumed to be
elliptical, with each wing carrying half of the lift due to the wings. Figure 3 shows the normalized lift per length
distribution for each wing. The external loads arising from the roll moment on the aircraft wing are assumed to be
from concentrated forces applied in the aircraft Z direction at the ailerons. These forces are applied to nodes 15, 17,
and 19, located at the center of the three ailerons on each wing. The Z direction force acting on each aileron is
assumed to be proportional to the aileron deflections. The horizontal and vertical tails are treated in a similar
manner.
To minimize computation time, K is calculated
and inverted in a pre-processing step prior to running
the simulation. The normalized lift force of 1lbf with
the elliptical distribution shown in fig. 5 is also
calculated in the pre-processing step. The total force F
on each wing is computed as the sum of (i) the wing’s
lift using the elliptical lift force distribution and (ii) any
roll forces applied as point forces at the aileron nodes
(15, 17, 19), see fig. 6. The loads are calculated in a
similar manner for the aircraft tail.
The simulation uses the calculated forces to
compute the displacements as given by Eq. 15. The
bending moments at the critical points are then derived
from the displacements and the structural model. The
aileron critical points are at the aileron inboard edges,
Fig. 5. Normalized lift load on each wing (lbf/ft).
nodes 14, 16, and 18. These estimated bending
moments are used as the simulated current load
measurements at the critical points.
The incremental load matrix T represents the
change in internal loads on the wing or tail due to a
change in the surface deflection from the current
position. It is computed by determining the change in
lift and moment forces due to a one-degree change in
control surface deflection from the current surface
position.
C. Gust model
The intent of the work reported in this paper is to
Fig. 6. Applied forces and critical points along wing.
explore the ability of control allocation to reduce loads
on an aircraft due to gusts. Hence, this study aims to
capture the rough order of magnitude dynamics of the control allocator’s response to a gust, not to provide a highfidelity model of the structural response of the aircraft to maneuvering or gust encounters. A 1-cos gust model
implemented according to FAR 25.341 is incorporated in the simulation described above. The gust affects the
aircraft asymmetrically by impacting the middle right aileron. The gust magnitude is 50 fps in the vertical direction
with a length of 25 times the chord length according to FAR 23.333. The gust u and w components are added to the
u and w components of the rigid body aircraft. The angle of attack is computed from u and w of the rigid body plus
8
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gust and the rigid body without gust. The non-dimensional lift is computed from an assumed lift curve slope of
2π/radian and the angle of attack with and without the gust. The lift is then dimensionalized by the dynamic pressure
and wing area. The component of lift due to the gust is then added to the vertical force at the middle right aileron
location and input into the FEM to produce the measured load resulting from the gust. The gust load build-up,
without load minimization, can be seen as the solid red line in fig. 7.
D. Stability and control augmentation system with optimal control allocation
The stability and augmentation system for the simulation uses a dynamic inversion controller with a second order
reference model. The simulation has multiple surfaces that control multiple axes. The control allocator is able to use
these surfaces to achieve the
desired roll, pitch, and yaw
moments commanded by the
flight control system. The
allocator inputs are: measured
loads M , incremental load
matrix T for predicting the
control surface contribution to
the load at the critical points,
preferred position u p , surface
position

limits

umin , umax ,

and load limits Lmax . The rate
limiting of the actuators is
handled by the actuator servo- Fig. 7. Measured load on right wing critical points with and without load
control loop. The position and minimizing control allocation.
load limits are incorporated as
constraints on the cost function. Since this paper is looking at the feasibility of the framework, we are only
considering the load constraints representing bending moments at the 17 critical points along the wings and tail. The
control allocation problem solved in this simulation is to find the vector u such that

J  CBu  ad 1   u  u p



 (Tu  M ) 1

is minimized, subject to umin  u  umax and M  Tu  Lmax with

 0

and

(19)

  0 . The above criterion and

constraints are converted to a linear program and solved using the revised simplex algorithm described in Section II
(c), which was modified
to include the load
constraints. The control

allocator does not have
actuator rate limits as a
constraint,
but
the
actuators modeled in the
simulation rate limit their
commands. The control
minimization
criterion
was weighted in the
control
allocator
by
4
setting   10 . Load
minimization
was
enabled
for
certain
critical load points by
Fig. 8. Commanded and sensed rates for control allocation using load minimization
setting values in the
and no load minimization.
column vector  . These
values were increased
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from zero to 10-6 depending on the application specific load build-up as described in the following results section.
To achieve good numerical properties for the algorithm, some of the inputs to the control allocator are scaled; in
particular, the elements of CB and a d are divided by 103 and the elements of M , T , and Lmax are divided by
104.

V. Simulation Results
Simulations with the architecture described in
Section IV were tested with a 1-cosine gust model
affecting the right wing. The simulations were run
after the aircraft was trimmed at Mach 0.70 and
30,000 feet. The gust began two seconds into the
simulation and lasted for one second. A baseline
case without load minimizing control allocation was
compared with a case with load minimizing control
allocation. See fig. 7 for measured loads on right
wing critical points affected by the gust for both
cases. Figure 8 shows the aircraft rate responses to a
roll command during the two simulation runs with
the gust. Both control allocation algorithms provide
acceptable command following. The control surface
deflections when the control allocation had no load
minimization can be seen in fig. 9.
When the measured aircraft loads are far from
Fig. 9. Aileron deflections with control allocation with no
the load limits and the desired moment for flight
load minimization.
dynamics are easily achieved, the control allocator
gives surface deflections that achieve the desired
moment commands while moving toward the
preferred surface positions u p that are all set to zero
deflection. As the measured loads start to approach
the load limits, the weighting on specific critical
load points can be set in Г to cause the surface
deflections to minimize load for those critical points
while achieving the desired moment command.
In this study, the measured load as a percent of
the design load limit at the critical points was
monitored. When the percent load increased beyond
70%, which first occurred at the right wing root due
to the integration of the load along the wing, the
elements of the vector Г corresponding to the right
wing critical points were set to 10 6 . This caused
the load minimization criterion to be included in the
cost function, thereby enabling a reduction in load
while providing adequate command following, see
fig. 10. The right wing ailerons were used by the
control allocation algorithm to reduce the gust load,
Fig. 10. Aileron deflections (deg) with load minimization.
and the left ailerons were seen to deflect downward
to enable the aircraft dynamic moments to be achieved. Since load alleviation required the ailerons to deflect toward
their minimum position, the preferred position for the right ailerons were set to their minimum position, affecting the
control minimization criterion. A simple mapping between load points and control surfaces that can significantly
affect the load points determines the control surfaces that need modified preferred positions during load
minimization. Once the measured load as a percent of design load limit moves below 70%, the corresponding
elements of the vector Г are set back to zeros and the original preferred positions are used.
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VI. Conclusions
A flight control framework is proposed and demonstrated in simulation, using load constraints and real-time load
feedback in conjunction with optimal control allocation. The framework was used to demonstrate how gust loads
can be reduced using optimal control allocation in a simulation of a generic transport aircraft.
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